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MINIMAX PARAMETER ESTIMATION UNDER GENERALIZED QUADRATIC LOSS WITH A COMPACT PARAMETER SPACE
In the present chapter we will introduce some basic concepts and definitions from the theory of parameter estimation and through these arrive at the results and techniques which we will use to search for minimax solutions to parameter estimation problems.
Parameter Estimation Theory
In general a parameter estimation problem can be stated as follows:
Let Z be a random variable having a probability distribution function
The subscript in the distribution function indicates that it depends on an unknown parameter 0.
In keeping with the standard literature on the --subject a canonical personage usually identified as the statistician or decision maker is introduced to facilitate the exposition of the problem.
The statistician is interested in estimating the unknown parameter e from a single observation of the random variable Z. More specifically a function j 6, called a decision rule or an estimator, is to be designed so that the random variable (Z) provides the statistician with a "good guess" or
I•
&stimate of thc vaiue of the unknown parameter 0. At this point we must j address the follewing problem: How shall we evaluate the goodness of a given estimate? Thiv 1i the question of choosing a criterion for estimation.
j
In this work we shall consider the loss function approach to parameter estimation and apply the nLdi•ax criterion. This approach and criterion are wf here the average is taken over a prior distribution X(9) for 0, that is, 6
minimizes the average risk. k is a least favorable prior distribution.
Proof: (i) (by contradiction).
Assume there exists a decision rule 6, and 
I-
This last inequality contradicts the assumption that 6X is a Bayes rule and we therefore conclude that 6X is minimax.
(ii) (By contradiction)
Assume there exists another prior probability measure p and a number C > 0 such that infi r[6,9] dX(e)+c < inf r[8,0] dp.
-which is a contradiction; therefore X is a least favorable prior distribution.
I °7 2. MINIMAX PARAMETER ESTIMATION UNDER GENERALIZED QUADRATIC LOSS WITH A COMPACT PARAMETER SPACE
Introducticm
The estimation problem we shall consider in this chapter belongs to a general class of problems that can be described by the following model:
Let z f 0 +v where 0 EO), is some specified parameter space contained in E , and v is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with known positive definite covariance matrix E. We want to find a minimax estimator I for the unknown parameter 0. It is known [2, 3, 4] that the existence of i minimax estimators and the structure of these estimators when they exist is strongly dependent on the structure of the problem which is affected by the -J underlying loss function, the parameter space Q and the class of allowed decision rules.
When the loss function is the Standard Quadratic Loss functi.on,
an4 the parameter space Q is E , a minimax solution for this problem is 8(z) = z; see [1] , p. 170 for further details.
The standard quadratic loss function is generalized by adding to it a quadratic term in b obtaining
This loss function forces Nature to compromise between a gain due to I increasing the Statistician's estimation error and a loss which is equal to the square of the norm weighted by D. For an unconstrained parameter ! space, i.e. 02 f En, this problem was solved by Basar and Mintz [2] The parameter e can be restricted to reside within a known #iompact subset of En, for example a hyperellipsoid defined by = EEn :eG < e , e > 0, G > .
In this case a linear minimax estimator for e under the standard quadratic losb function was found by Mintz [31. We will be considering here the problem of finding a linear minimax estimator under a generalized quadratic loss function and will constrain the parameter e to reside within a known Lt t m denote an n-dimensional random vector with independent components denoted by mi , i= l,...,n whose distribution is defined by: ii i 22(-.1
RFurther, we note that Eryl = 0 and
No-, let X denote a prior probability distribution for e such that l*
The fact that X* and 6*(z) satisfy Lemma 2 of Section 1.4 is established in several steps as follows:
Step iiexists since r is continuous in 0 and Q is compact.
Step . We next prove that in cases (a) and (b)
Step 3: In both cases considered in step 2, TX* is a subset of the null--space of r(A*, Q*). We will now prove that X* assigns probability one to and therefore we conclude that T,* as defined by (2.3.18) receives probability one from X*. We note at this point that we have a prior probability distribution X*, a Bayes estimator 6*(z) with respect to X* and r[6,01 and X* assigns probability one to the set T,* where r[6*,e] attains its maximum value, i.e. 
Id
we define a prior probability distribution for e by letting ;* assign equal rrobabilities to e +e, that is:
Pr[e = e) = Pr[e c-e3
With this probability distribution the average conditional risk becomes 
Remarks
The main theorem in Section 2.3 provides us with a linear minimax estimate of the unknown parameter e with respect to the generalized quadratic loss function defined in Section 2.2 where the parameter space is defined to be a hyperellipsoid -, subset of En. The least favorable Irior distribution which we associated with this minimax estimate is a discrete probability distribution that has support on the boundary of a hyperellipsoidal subset of 
-I
[31 is also restricted to linear rules.
A Generalized Model
We consider now a more general observation model. Let z x+0 +v, (ii) The decision rule 6" given by 6*(z) (A*+Q)(A* +Q+E)' z (2.6.6) Ls a linear minimax estimate for u. The details of the proof are omitted ýcre since it is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem I of Section
2.3.
A further extension of the work presented in this thesis can be use-d to determine a linear minimax terminal state estimate for a linear plant subject to an energy constraint with a generalized quadratic loss function as the underlying loss function.
